
Milo Fonebill's Autoratic Blue Box Explained 

by Lavoisier 
  

Advantages of Milo's Box 
1. Can hold 5 10 digit numbers. 
2. Each number is outpulsed at the proper rate at the 

touch of a single key. 

3. The current drain is very low. When not pulsing the 
battery drain is only 40 hicroamps. A single 9 V 
alkaline battery will power it for a year of on time, 
unlike Peter Piver's crogrammable box (TAP # 5&6) which 
takes two 9V batteries and pulls 24ma in standby 

  

Disadvantages of Milo's Box 

1. The box is complex. 
2. Because of its complexity it is bulkier then the usual 

manual] box. 

The enclosed schematic is cf a working Milo Fonebill BB. It 
took one hell of a lot of study to figure it out from Milo's 
drewings. I'll describe how it works in 3 sections: 1, Number 
entry; 2, Playing back the numters, or RUN; 3, Clearing the 
Box. 

1. Number entry. Assume the box has been cleared and 

a 1 is in all 64 bits of each register. I'll get to the 
reason for this later. The ewitch enabling the keyboard is 
closed. Now essure that the KP key is pressedthen lines 

1100 and 1700 go low. A "O" (0 is low, 1 is high)is placed 
on pin 15 (Data In) of IC 9 & 12 but the data is not 
entered yet. At the same timepin 4 of ICSA and pin 13 of 
Ichcgo low woicn drives pin 11 of IC14C low. This in turn 
makes pin 10 of all the shift registers low through ICHA 
and IC]6B. This puts the shift registers in data entry 
mode. Meanwhile charge is leaking off C5 through R14 and 
after about GmsQD goes high and KD'goes low. This delay 
is to allow for contact bounce in the keyboard switches. 

QD high drives pin 2 (clock input) of all the shift registers 
high. The data present at pin 15 of all the shift registers 

is now entered. KD' went low after 9ms which, through IC6A, 
IC17A-F, and IC21E &F turns on the output amplifier (LM286) 

giving an audible click and lights the pulsing gate indi- 
cator LED. The LED stays lit es long es any key is depressed. 

let me repeat, a O is entered into the 1100 and 1700 
shift registers end a 1 is entered in the 700, 900, 1300, 

and 1500 shift registers when KP is pressed on the key- 
board. 

The Schmitt triggers (IC18E&F) revlace the 4047 used 
in Filo's box.I could not get the 4047 to work in this 
application. Besides the 74014 Schmitt trigger is cheaper. 
Note also that the P gate indicator driver should be a 

non-inverting buffer and not an inverting buffer as Milo 
shows it. 

The 4071 shift register, unlike other CMOS ICs, hes a 

large clock input capacitance (nin 2) so I play safe and 
drive them with 3 inverting buffers rather tan 1 71s Milo 
does. The 4031 is clocked by the positive edge of the 
clock end not just a high level so the clock input needs 
a sherply rising wave form to clock it. 

2, RUN Mode. Assume that 2 ten digit numbers each with 
a prefix of KP and a suffix of S$ have been entered into the 

shift registers. Before going on I will describe the 1 of 
2 data selector composed of the 3 NAND gates IC3B, C, & D 
and the inverting buffer IC16C. Two clock rates sre used? 
1280 Hz supplied by the oscillator IC23; lOHz at the 
output (pin 3) of thedivide by 128 counter (1C20). The 
1280Hz clock oes to one input of the data selector(pin 9, 
IC3D) and the 10Hz clock goes to the other input(pin 12, 
IC3C). The ecntrol signal appears at pin 4 of the NOR gate 
ICI5B. When this control voltage is low then the output of 
the data selector (pin 4, IC5B) follows the sigh speed clock. 
When this pin is high then the output of the data selector 
follows the low speed clock. 

Now, let's press tne RUN key. Immediately pin 4 of 
Ich4B goes high and stays high for 50ms (I'll explain the 
reason for the 5Oms later) and the output of the NOR latch 
composed of IC13C & D (pin 10, IC13D) goes high which sends 
pin 3 of ICI4A low. After 5Oms this turns on the clock 
oscillator (pin 4, 1C23) and drives pin 1 of IC6A high which 
turns on the output amplifier and the P gate indicator. 

Which clock will be used by the data selector? A total 
of 24 digits have been entered into the shift registers. 
Since these are 64 bit shift registers the data is 40 bits 
away from apvearing at the outvut. The 2 NAND gates IC5B 
and ICKD see all "la" at the Q output (pin 6) of the shift 
registers. This through IC159 end £515B selects the high 
speed clock. So, at a rate of 1280Hz data is stepped through 
the shift registers. 

) 
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After 40 clock cycles two things hannen, eituer of vrich 
will reset the RUN latch and turn off the clock. The "Ed 
of Register" (ZCR) counter (IC19) hns reached se count of 
64 (it also counts when the numbers are entered) placing a 
high level cn pin 6 of IC14B. Also the Ky* K> detector 
composed of the 3 NAND gates IC2C & D and IC3A tas detected 
KP, at the { output (Y= not Q) output (pin 7) of the 1100 
and 1700 shift registers. This places a high level at the 

other input (nin 5) of the NCR gate IC14B. The negative 

going pilee at pin 6 of the reset generator (IC22) trigzera 
a 2ms output pulse at pin 10. This resets the AUN latch, the 

EOR counter (IC19), the divide by 128 counter (1020), and 
turns off the clock. All this happened in @1.25ms, 5Cms 
delay before the clock turned on plus 31.25me to shift 40 
bite at 1280Hz. 

But we still haven't vlayed our numbers back. The next 
press of the RUN key sets the first number. KP of the first 
number is at the output of the 1100 & 1700 shift registors. 
The output of the K+ Ky detector is high making the trigger 
input (nin 6) of the reset generator low but this doesn't 
do anything. The reset generator is negative edge triggered. 
Let's press RUN again. Again we get the 5Oms delay before 
the clock turns on. The "No Jata Detect" gates see data 
present at the shift registers so the data selector selects 
the low speed clock. Pin 13 of the NOR gate ICIEC goes low 

and pin 12 of the sam IC is also low because it takes 64 
clock cycles before pin 3 of IC20 will go highs IC15C then 

drives ore input of all the output NAND gates high (ICIA, B, 
C, D, IC2A & B).Pins 7 of shift registers IC9 and IC12 are 
also high so the output of NAND gates ICIC (1100) and 
IC2B (1700) go low which turns on the 1100 and 1700 tone 
generators. The output amplifier and the P gate indicator 
are also on so we have 100ms of KP as per Milo's specs. 
KP is 100ms because of the 50ms delay before the clock 
starts running. This {1s the reason for the 50ms delay. 
Therefore R2 and C2 should be chosen to give a SOms delay. 

Pin 4 of IC20 goes nigh 100ms after RUN ia keyed. This 
turns off the tone generators and clocks the shift registers 

to the next number. After 50ms of silence pin 3 of IC20 goes 

low for 50ms and we get 50ms of tones for wnat ever number 
is after KP end so on for each number until KP of the next 
number is reached. Then the Kj + Ko detector ‘output, which 
went low after KP of the first number was shifted past, again 
goes high trigzering the reset generator which stops the clock 
and resets everything. 

A second press of the RUN key plays the second number 
in the same way. After the second number is played there 
ere 40 bits of no deta so the "No Data Detect" selects the 
high speed clock which ravidly (31.25ms) recirculates KP of 
the first number to the output of the shift registers and 
everything stops. The box is now ready to replay the first 
number. 

3, CLEAR. When the CLEAR key is pressed pin 1 of ICI3A 
goes high. This is one input of the NOR latch composed of 

IC1ZA and B. This drives pin 3 of IC13A low which, through 
IC4A and IC14B drives low pin 10 of all the shift registers. 

This changes the shift registers from the recirculate mode 

to the date entry mode. At the same time the other output 
of the NOR latch (vin4, IC13B) goes high. This through IC15B 
causes the data selector to select the high speed clock. The 

shift registers are now clocked at 1280Hz with their inputa 
(pin 15) all high. This loads a "1" in all 64 locations of 
all the shift registers. Since the complement outrut () 18 
used the shift registers are cleared. After 64 counte the EOR 
counter goea hich (pin 3, IC]19) and resets the CLEAR NOR 
latch. The box in now ready to accept new numbers



The Tone Generator Board FRONT PANEL 
The 4017# are the oscilletara and are operated at 10 

times the desired output frequency- The output of each 

oscillator is fed into a digital sine wave generator (see 

Don Lancaster's "CMO3 Cookbook") which gives @ 10 step 

approximation of a sine wave at 1/10 the input frequency - 

Unlike = square wave whose first harmonic is the 5rd at 

1/3 the power of the fundamental, the firat harmonic of 

a 10 step sine generator is the 9th at only 1/9 the power 

of the fundemental. Thusnomof Milo's elaborate filter 

network is required. Just lately T've learned (TAP of 

course) that square work a@ well as sine waves so the 

board could be simplified by operating the oscillators at 

the corrpct frequency and eliminating the digital sine wave 

goreratore. 

The output amplifier (11686) Le very convenient and 

te output voltage is automatically biased 

at ¢ the supply voltage. Its output impedance is & ohms to 

mwatoh the gost common speakers. It is designed for battery 

operation end has a low quiescent current drain. 

Milo's schematic did not include it, but the voltage 

regulator is required. The frequency of the 4047s is eom- 

what voltege dependent. Do not make any component 

substitutions in thie regulator. It is designed for CMOS 

circuits and hes a very low power drain but can atill supply 

quite a bit of current when necessary. When the box ia 

outpulsing for inetence. You can find more about this 

regulstor in the National Semiconductor “Linear Applications, 

Volum 1", AN71-7 & 8. 
for the buffers on the logic board do not substitute 

the 4009 or 4010 for the 4049 or 4050. The Jatter 2 can 

supply much more output current than the first mentioned 

pair. 

700 

100 

  

noo 

easy to use. I 

1300 

1500 

1700 

Two tips for -working with CMOS circuits. First, the 

inputs are static sensitive. Work on a grounded surface and 

ground yourself through a 1 meg resistor when handling CMOS 

oircuits. Second, the inputs of unused devices must go 40m8 

where, either to the vositive or negative supply, or tied to 

a functioning input. Inputs cannot be left floating or the 

device may oscillate which will pull a lot of standby current. 

Remember that CMOS circuits theoretically draw no current 

when they are not switching. 

I have not shown the positive and negative supply leads 

on the various gates on the logic board. Just remember, 

all the gate packages need positive and negative suppli 
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Everything you always Wanted to know about 
loji HZ tones but were atraid to ask 

hy the Yaqician 

AS ¥any of you know, there 15 a foucth tone 

used in the Toucu Jone aatrix that is not ancluded 
on standard Touch fone phones. This tone 1s 1633 

HZ and can be obtained in three ways. You can try 

to Locate a military 16 button phone, but this as 

usually very dirficult. fhe other choices are to 

buy a Vo button Touch Tone encoder usea by naa 

Tailo operators or tu sodify a sell Touch Tone 

pnone by adding an additionat switch to the 

unutilized tap on the torvid transfurper. 

Now that vou khow wuys to yenerate loj3j3 Hz, 

you Riunt wonder what it iS uted ior. The bain 
use of this rreyuency is tor contro) signalling an 

AUITUVON (military aha bUL AULUgatic VOice 

hetwork) . [he Duttons in the etd COzusH dre 

Gesignateu Flash Override (1644 + 697 Hz), Flasn 

(toj3 * 770 Hzp, Intermediate (To33 + 4652 Hz), and 

Priority (to33 + Y41 HZ), top to buttom. bach 

button sSupeccedes the one below at, with FilaSh 

Overcide Leserved for the President an the event 
vor a “national emeryency". 

The other use of loss bz As in Ma Bell 

Cuhtroi Ssighalling. it can be used to Setup 

toii-tree loup-arounds, ‘nasS conterence Calis, and 

even lets YUU becorae tue Intormation Uperutor. 

When you place a call fur dona distance 
information, you are routed through an acy 
(Automatic Call bistrabutor). In about sue of the 

area codes in the US, at as possible to access AcD 

internals via Jo33 fiz (e.g. area code gbd 1s 

always poun!). fo gain access tu ACD, call the 

information operator as usual (14305-555-3212). 
AS the cali qoes tnrough, keep the rriority button 

pressed; thre tonent the operator anSwers, you are 

thrown into ACD abu you wial receive a dial tone 

pulsed abvuut once per Secund. 

Tne tunctions now available to jou 

ACD are docunented in the Ma bell book 

Distance Dialing’ as the "100 series 

Just use the last digit of the 

would be executed Ly pressing 2 

WII HZ tone). The cudes or 

and 7. Code 6 enters you 

loop-arounid and Sihce the AhfuLmation nuaber 1s 

hon-Supervising, the caal iS toli-tree!! Have 

your partner in crime access ACD anu use coae 7 tu 

access the otner side of the loop-around (sume 

area code® are getting Smart and passing only WLU 

Hz). If the ccde 6 person hangs up ana tue code 7 

person hanys on, Acb will sometimes maltuuction 

ang route all information caiis to the code 7 

person instead of.the real intrormation operator. 

sow that you are the intormation operator, vive 
those folks Some REAL information 4tike the audress 

to subscribe to TAF. This same tecennigue provides 

for aass conferenciny since adil caliers to that 

infordation nuaber are connected together!!! 

ACD 15 Neat ahd phun to experiment wath as 

lung as you don't stay on tow lonc. I"m nut sure 
how leyal iat is to gessS with ACD since you're not 

vefraudiny TeLeu of ats lawtul cuarves, but as 
Soun 3S you con’ 2ct to another person, you micht 

gualify Lor arrest under wire traud statutes (boy, 

aren't you luckny?!) 

Please feel tree to send questions, comments, 

to The fagician, C/o TAk. 
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Back Issues are bU¢ each.   

Foreign $3. 

B - AC Basics, 
TAP Mugs - $4.5), 

  

      with white TAP logo. 

TAP "Cracked Bell" Button - 59¢ each. 
  

“Dammit, Miss Campbell, our world- 
wide computer - gwitched satellite 
communications &@nd display net- 
work was not installed for you to 
issue invitations to a Thank God It's 
Friday party." 

TAP, Room 603, 147 W. 42 St., NY 10036 

Issue #59 is $1.00, ad 
Subscriptions - 10 issues - US Bulk rate $5, 

oe €, 

= 

US First Class in plain sealed envelope $7. = 
Canada & Mexico First Class $7, 

IMPORTANT! Include mailing label or Xerox copy 
when writing to TAF about your subscription, 

Elec. snicS Courses - 507 each. A - DC Basics, 
C - Phone Basics, D- Amplifiers, 

TAP T-shirts - $4.59. Specify size and color: Small, 
Medium, Large, Extra Large. Black or red T-shirt 

TAP Cassette Tape - $3.50. Hear Capt Crunch, Al Bell, 

Joe Engressia, and Bell Security Chief John Doherty. 

TAP "The Telephine, #1" artist print - $3.5). 
instructions for Bux concealrent included. 

UPDATE ON MANUFACTURING SEALS by Agent MDA 
  

RE: TAP Issue #50.8 (May-June '78). This method 
of manufacturing seals for birth certificates and 

other official documents uses a clay called "FIMO" 

that is made in Germany and may be difficult to 
purchase locally. An acceptable substitute called 
"Repla-Cotta" can be purchased from American Handi- 
erafts stores. (Stock #049-3021.) A two pound 
block costs five dollars, and it is a sufficient 
amount to make at least a hundred seals. If there 
is no American Handicrafts store nearby, the com- 
pany can be contacted by writing: American Handi- 

crafts, Division of Tandycrafts, Inc., Ft. Worth, 
Texas, 76107, Also, retail prices for tools have 
skyrocketed, and the price of a set of 3/32" re- 
verse letter punches is now twice the thirty three 
dollars quoted in TAP #50 -- $66.00! 

A novel and easy method of obtaining seals has 
been published by Eden Press, P.O. Box 3410, Foun- 
tain Valley, CA, 92708, in The Paper Trip II, 1979 

Edition, pages 88-39, price $14.95. (This book was 
formerly called The New Paper Trip, and the seal 
section has been revised, too.) Basically, the 
Paper Trip II method uses two or more’ seals -- 
which can be purchased at seal and rubber stamp 
stores -~ and by cutting and filing away the un- 
wanted parts of each seal, the seal desired can be 

effected by embossing them in succession, one over 
the other. For example, to make the seal of "Bum- 
fugg, Maine", order a seal that says something like 

"Moose Club -- Bumfugg, Maine" and have an engrav- 
ing put in-the center portion of the seal. When 
the raised lettering that says "Moose Club" is fil- 
ed off the seal, only the center engraving, town & 
state name, and the border will be embossed. An- 

other seal is still needed to be purchased; for 
this one, just have "Vital Statistics" on the top 
and "Moose Club" ci the bottom. File off the rais- 
ed letters of the "Moose Club" and the seal will 
only emboss "Vital Statistics" and the border. 
border will have to be removed from one of the seals, 
of course, but after the second seal is embossed 

over the first seal, it will read "Vital Statistics 

Bumfugg, Maine" with a neat engraving in the center 
portion which will be good enough to fool almost 
any bureaucrat. 

The 

In comparison to the TAP #50 method, the PT IT 

method has two noteworthy advantages: First, it is 

less work because it is more of a method of getting 

a seal rather than a method of making a seal; a 
passable seal can be obtained the first time around. 
Second, the initial outlay of cash for one seal may 
be a few dollars less; on the other hand, the TAP 
#50 method is less expensive for a large quantity 
of seals. Therefore, if one needs only a seal or 
two, and his desire to spend hours modeling clay 

and plastic is low, the Paper Trip II method is 
ideal. 

Mitehhiker Picks the Wrong Car 
Milpitas, Calif. (AP) — The free- ly does not pick up hitchhikers, but 

dom of the open road was brief for Dean was irresistible. His pants were 
escaped convict Roy Dean, 29. He — stenciled “County Jail.” 
hitched a ride that took him straight She said Dean, in jail since Au- 
back to jail. gust for burglary, offered no resist- 

Lt. Pat Ruch of the Santa Clara ance. “He just looked very disap- 
County sheriff's office said she usual- _ pointed,” she said. 

'S 4 

“Taxes are not levied for 
the benefit of the taxed.” 
Robert Heinlein. 
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T-eed off 
ASHEBORO, N.C (UPI) — Service station attend- 

ant Orlando McIntosh had no doubt what to do when a 
man walked into his station Sunday night. He followed 
the instructions printed on the man’s T-shirt 

The shirt said “stick em up." which McIntosh did, 
handing over §454 to the bandit who carried a 2 caliber 
handgun 

The robber was last seen fleeing tow. 
Interstate 85. Beare eeeit 

M_unting 

 


